GBC® eBinder 200™

Produce a full range of printed and bound materials at the touch of a button—all with a single automated solution.

The GBC eBinder 200 is an automated, mechanical binding system that finishes a full range of document sizes with a single binding element that adjusts automatically to every book thickness.

Connected to Xerox® printers, the GBC eBinder 200 is fully automated and creates high-quality, lay flat books quickly and easily inline. The innovative “one-size-fits all” GBC Ellipse element produces elegant lay flat and 360-degree wraparound books with a fresh, modern appearance. The elliptical profile of the element creates compact documents for improved shipping, storing and stacking.

Features

- Automatically punch, comb and bind booklets—at the speed of the print engine
- Uses a single bind element for all book sizes—eliminating the need for multiple sizes of elements
- Enables the punching and binding of a large variety of stocks, including covers (up to 80 lb cover) and tabs (up to 90 lb tab)
- Books of 2 to 100 sheets (4 to 200 duplexed pages) plus two covers can be bound
- Easily emptied catch drawer collects “chips” resulting from punching
- Sleek, modern elliptical design of the bind element conforms more closely to the book backbone
- Seamless, user-friendly cassette loading

Benefits

- Excellent for documents that exceed the stapling limit
- Adds an aesthetic, professional finish for bound books and manuals from 15-125 sheets
- Economical solution for documents with a short shelf life or designed specifically for internal use, such as routine reports, reference data and directories
- Tamper resistant design helps ensure documents remain whole
- Set-level job recovery maintains job integrity in the event of a jam
- Can run in Binding Mode or Bypass Mode, which passes sheets to third-party finishing devices
GBC® eBinder 200™

Dimensions (W x D x H)
- 23.5 x 34 x 38 in.
  (597 x 864 x 964 mm)
- Weight: 403 lbs (183 kg)

Power Requirements
- 115 VAC, 60 Hz, 2.2 A
- 230 VAC, 50 Hz, 1.1 A

Paper Weight
- Min: 18 lb bond (68 gsm) / Max: 80 lb book (120 gsm)
- Covers: Min: 60 lb cover (163 gsm) / Max: 80 lb cover (216 gsm)
- Index Tabs (shouldered style only):
  Max: 90 lb tab (163 gsm);
  Index Coated stocks supported

Paper Size
- Letter: 8.5 x 11 in.
  (A4 / 210 x 297 mm), Letter-sized Tabs

Booklet Thickness
- Min: US: 5 sheets (68-120 gsm) plus 2 covers (167 to 216 gsm);
  Europe: 5 sheets (75 to 120 gsm) plus 2 covers (167 to 216 gsm)
- Max: US and Europe: 100 sheets (75 gsm) plus 2 covers (167 to 216 gsm)

Tray Capacity
- Nine 100-sheet sets (75 gsm)

Covers per Book
- 2 sheets

Supported Presses
Contact your Xerox representative for a list of supported presses.

For more information on the GBC® eBinder 200™, contact your Xerox representative, call 1-800-ASK-XEROX or visit us at www.xerox.com/finishing.